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NON-FICTION
(Revised March 2021)

Fall, The (new edition with Afterword)
Steve Taylor
A new edition of Steve Taylor's bestselling classic, in which the author provides an Afterword, including
research developments that have occurred since the book was first published in 2005.
"The Fall is one of the most notable works of the first years of our century, and I am convinced it will be one of
the most important books of the whole century." Elias Capriles, International Journal of Transpersonal
Studies
Iff Books; 2018-06-29; New Thought/History/Cultural & Social; Pb-9781785358043, $22.95/£14.99,
360pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781785358050, $17.99/£10.99.

Is There an Afterlife?
David Fontana
The fruit of a lifetime's research and experience by a world expert in the field, Is There An Afterlife?
presents the most complete survey to date of the evidence, both historical and contemporary, for
survival of physical death.
"It will surely become a classic not only of parapsychology literature in general but also of survival literature
in particular." Radionics, Scientific & Medical Network's, Book of the Year 2006.
Iff Books; 2005-03-03; Research/PSYCHOLOGY (General)/Afterlife & Reincarnation; Pb-9781903816905,
$19.95/£14.99, 502pp, 6x9inches / 6x9mm.

Idea of the World, The
Bernardo Kastrup
A rigorous case for the primacy of mind in nature, from philosophy to neuroscience, psychology and
physics.
"Bernardo Kastrup is one of the leading thinkers today about the nature of consciousness. In his latest
book The Idea of the World, he presents a compelling argument that consciousness is fundamental and
causal, that reality arises from consciousness, not consciousness from spacetime. He writes well, and his
arguments are well-grounded. This book is worthy of your attention." Stephan A. Schwartz, scientist,
futurist, historian, and writer
Iff Books; 2019-03-29; Metaphysics/Quantum Theory/Cognitive Psychology & Cognition;
Pb-9781785357398, $22.95/£14.99, 312pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781785357404,
$17.99/£11.99.

Why Materialism Is Baloney
Bernardo Kastrup
A hard-nosed, coherent and empirically plausible non-materialist metaphysics according to which the
body is in mind, not mind in the body.
"Bernardo Kastrup's book is another nail in the coffin of the superstition of materialism. With elegant clarity,
he explains that mind, brain & cosmos are what consciousness does." Deepak Chopra, M.D., bestselling
author
Iff Books; 2014-04-25; Metaphysics/Mind & Body; Ebk-9781782793618, $16.99/£9.99,
Pb-9781782793625, $22.95/£12.99, 256pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm.
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Punk Science
Manjir Samanta-Laughton
Ever wondered what life is all about? Do you sense there might be a bigger picture? You are not alone.
"A work of great synthesis and originality that places consciousness in the centre and puts the soul
back into science. By moving beyond the 'perception horizon' of modern science, the author combines
insight with evidence to formulate her Black Hole Principle where dark matter contains the light of
higher dimensions and the masculine and feminine principles work together. Prepare to have your
ideas turned inside out." David Lorimer, Director of Scientific and Medical Network
Iff Books; 2006-10-27; Religious/Religion & Science; Pb-9781905047932, $22.95/£12.99, 336pp,
5.5x8.5inches / 216x140mm.

More Than Allegory
Bernardo Kastrup
A plausible, living validation of religion that doesn't contradict reason. This book is a three-part journey
into the rabbit hole we call the nature of reality. Its ultimate destination is a plausible, living validation
of transcendence.
"Do not kid yourself. This is no ordinary book. It is a tangle or reflexive loop in the brain of God. ... It is
certainly not a book to provide your already overloaded life with yet more information or mere data. It is not
about information at all. It is about the knower of any and all information. Read on, then, inside God’s brain,
but be careful. You just might wake up God." Jeffrey J. Kripal
Iff Books; 2016-04-29; Comparative Religion/Metaphysics; Pb-9781785352874, $21.95/£12.99, 264pp,
8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781785352881, $9.99/£6.99.

Brief Peeks Beyond
Bernardo Kastrup
This book is a multi-faceted exploration and critique of the human condition as it is presently
manifested.
"Better than any book I’ve come across, Bernardo Kastrup’s collection of essays confronts two mysteries that
must be urgently solved. The first is the mystery of reality. The second is the mystery of knowledge. To
confront both mysteries at once requires courage, tenacity, a willingness to swim upstream, and thick skin.
But if you have a persistent, acute mind like Bernardo’s, an exciting journey opens up." Deepak Chopra,
M.D., best-selling author
Iff Books; 2015-05-29; Metaphysics/Free Will & Determinism/Unexplained Phenomena;
Pb-9781785350184, $22.95/£12.99, 251pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781785350191,
$9.99/£6.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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Integration: The Power of Being Co-Active in Work and Life
Ann G Betz & Karen Kimsey-House
We live in a world of both profound separation and deep longing for connection. Betz and KimseyHouse explore not only the historical and spiritual history of our disconnection and its cost to individual
and societal well-being, but also provide a compelling, neuroscience-based argument for how to make
the next “great turning” of human development: becoming more integrated human beings.
"Only once in a great while a book comes along that articulates exactly what is ailing us as well as offers a
cure. Integration is that book!" Marshall Goldsmith, author of the New York Times and global
bestseller What Got You Here Won’t Get You There

Changemakers Books; 2015-07-05; SOCIAL SCIENCE (General)/PSYCHOLOGY (General)/Inspiration &
Personal Growth; Pb-9781782798651, $20.95/£12.99, 188pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm,
Striking at the Roots: A Practical Guide to Animal Activism
Ebk-9781782798668, $12.99/£7.99.

Mark Hawthorne

Striking at the Roots brings together the most effective tactics for speaking out for animal rights.
Activists from around the globe explain why their models of activism have been successful -- and how
you can become involved. "Brilliant, easy to read, full of real-life experiences and practical examples. If
you want to make your life count, influence others and save a few thousand lives, this book is your
roadmap. Give it to everyone you know!" Ingrid Newkirk, PETA
Changemakers Books; 2018-11-30; Animal Rights/Personal & Practical Guides/Endangered Species;
Pb-9781785358821, $27.95/£17.99, 416pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781785358838,
$21.99/£13.99.

Lead Yourself First!
Michelle Ray, Lead Yourself First Enterprises
Are you ready to be the leader of your own life? We live in a time of unprecedented economic and
social turmoil. In the face of uncertainty and fear, we look to our jobs for security and to our leaders for
inspiration. We aspire to a prosperous, stable future and strive to remain optimistic, but the stress of
simply surviving—financially, professionally, and emotionally—can seem a relentless struggle.
"Michelle Ray's new book is of full stories that will encourage you to live larger. If you're looking for hope,
encouragement and inspirational ideas, you'll find them here." Mark Sanborn, New York Times
bestselling author, The Fred Factor
Changemakers Books; 2014-09-26; Careers (General)/Inspiration & Personal Growth/Leadership;
Ebk-9781782797029, $14.99/£8.99, Pb-9781782797036, $19.95/£11.99, 202pp, 8.5x5.5inches /
216x140mm.

Master Communicator's Handbook, The
Teresa Erickson & Tim Ward
To have an impact, you need to communicate. In these pages, the authors share with you what they've
learned over 30 years as professional communicators and advisors to leaders of global organizations.
"I worked with Tim and Teresa early on in my career with notable results and I’ve made many a return visit.
They scrubbed me of acronyms and schooled me to making everything more relevant and real to my
audience. We’ve now engaged them in training our leaders in a Master Communicators program and I’ve seen
a watershed difference in bringing our work to life." Carter Roberts, President and CEO, World Wildlife
Fund
Changemakers Books; 2015-11-27; Meetings & Presentations/SELF-HELP (General)/Business
Communication (General); Pb-9781785351532, $14.95/£8.99, 184pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm,
Ebk-9781785351549, $9.99/£5.99.
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Preparing for a World that Doesn't Exist - Yet
Neil Richardson & Rick Smyre
Are you really ready for change? Are you prepared for a world changing as fast as you can read this
sentence? Most leaders say they are prepared for the future, yet many organizations and communities
are doing things in the same old way they’ve been working for decades. We’re living on the precipice of
a new era in human history.
Preparing For A World That Doesn’t Exist - Yet offers an approach to getting ready for an emerging society
that will be increasingly fast paced, interconnected, interdependent, and complex.
Changemakers Books; 2016-04-29; Economic Development/Future Studies/Strategic Planning;
Pb-9781785354519, $20.95/£12.99, 248pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781785354526,
$9.99/£5.99.

Savage Breast
Tim Ward
We think of God as male, but the most common representation of the divine through our history has
been female, as the Goddess. When did this major change happen, and why?
"An epic, elegant, scholarly search for the goddess, weaving together travel, Greek mythology, and personal
autobiographic relationships into a remarkable exploration of the Western World's culture and sexual history.
It is also entertainingly human, as we listen and learn from this accomplished person and the challenging
mate he wooed." Harold Schulman, Professor of Gynaecology at Winthrop University Hospital, and
author of An Intimate History of the Vagina
Changemakers Books; 2006-04-13; Men's Studies/Goddess Worship; Pb-9781905047581,
$19.95/£12.99, 400pp, 5.5x8.5inches / 5.5x8.5mm, Ebk-9781780990606, $14.99/£9.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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I Am With You (Paperback)
John Woolley
First published in 1985, and now in its 10th printing, I Am With You has been the best-selling devotional
in the UK since then. These words of divine encouragement were given to John Woolley in his work as a
hospital chaplain, and have since inspired and uplifted tens of thousands, even changed their lives.
"I Am With You will bring peace and consolation to all who read it." Cardinal Cormac Murphy-OConnor,
Archbishop of Westminster
Circle Books; 2005-01-20; Inspiration & Personal Growth/Devotional; Pb-9781903816998, $12.95/£6.99,
280pp, 4x6inches / 150x100mm, Ebk-9781780994857, $9.99/£6.99.

God Calling
A. J. Russell
First published in 1935 and consistently one of our top sellers, with over 6 million sales worldwide.
Those who have suffered pain and worry know how hard it is to write of serenity within. The message
of comfort and hope that breathes through the pages of God Calling was forged out of adversity, and as
a result has touched the hearts of millions, making this one of the bestselling devotional books of all
time.
Circle Books; 2005-10-20; Christianity (General)/Inspiration & Personal Growth/Devotional;
Ebk-9781780994864, $9.99/£6.99.

God Calling 2
A. J. Russell
Written over half a century ago and first published in 1950 by two ladies, the "Two Listeners", who
wished to remain anonymous, this has had proved one of the best selling devotional books of all time.
With its companion volume, sales are well over 10 million copies worldwide.
Those who have suffered pain and worry know how hard it is to write of serenity within. The message
of comfort and hope that breathes through the pages of God Calling was forged out of adversity, and
as a result has touched the hearts of millions.
Circle Books; 2010-03-26; Inspiration & Personal Growth/Devotional; Ebk-9781846946349, $9.99/£6.99.

Good As New
John Henson
A fresh and exciting interpretation of the early Christian scriptures in the idiom of today.
"I found this a literally shocking read. It made me think, it made me laugh, it made me cry, it made me
angry, and it made me joyful. It made me feel like an early Christian hearing these texts for the first time. John
Henson and the ONE Community have made the Bible accessible and alive so that a new generation may
hear the news and experience it as good." Elizabeth Stuart, Professor of Christian Theology, King
Alfred's College, Winchester, and Bishop of the Open Episcopal Church.
Circle Books; 2005-08-11; Other Translations (General)/Biblical Biography (General);
Pb-9781905047116, $19.95/£11.99, 448pp, 5.5x8.5inches / 5.5x8.5mm, Ebk-9781782790402,
$5.99/£3.99.
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Long Road to Heaven, The
Tim Heaton
An imaginative, creative and enjoyable Lent course that will lead us to new life at Easter.
"A pilgrimage in good company whilst reading the Scriptures prayerfully will be familiar to many groups of
Christians in Lent. In this course about salvation, we are also invited to watch a film as attentively as we might
look at a painting. Characters who are not knowingly on a journey to find God are found by God in a lifechanging encounter." The Rt Revd Nicholas Holtam, Bishop of Salisbury
Circle Books; 2013-11-29; Easter & Lent/Christian Church (General)/Spirituality; Ebk-9781782792734,
$5.99/£3.99, Pb-9781782792741, $13.95/£7.99, 134pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm.

Scarlet Cord, The
Lindsay Hardin Freeman & Karen N. Canton
Voiceless wax figures no longer, twelve biblical women, outspoken, independent, faithful, selfless, risktakers, come to life in The Scarlet Cord.
"Lindsay Hardin Freeman takes us to the very heart of biblical women. Her book puts the Bible upside down
for us because it has been taught by males for generations. What a refreshing perspective! Her characters are
so real, breathtakingly human and intimate, not sentimental or sugar-coated. What a wonderful new way to
do Bible study." The Rev. Canon Louis (Skip) Schueddig | President, The Alliance for Christian
Media and Day1, Atlanta, Georgia
Circle Books; 2010-10-29; Inspirational/Religious/Evangelism; Pb-9781846943751, $24.95/£14.99,
205pp, 5.5x8.5inches / 5.5x8.5mm, Ebk-9781782792147, $9.99/£6.99.

From the Bottom of the Pond
Simon Small
This is a book about knowing God. It is for those for whom just believing (or not believing) is no longer
enough.
"Don't just pick this book up, read it and read it again. It's the best Christian book I have read in years. This is
a book that will inform, delight, and teach. It needs to be heard. It has the potential to light up Christianity. It
shines a light on God in the midst of life, in the detail and the dirt, and it should be on every Christian's
reading list." John Hick, Emeritus Professor of the Philosophy of Religion, Claremont Graduate
University, California; philosopher, theologian, and author
Circle Books; 2007-09-28; Christianity (General)/Spirituality/Prayer; Pb-9781846940668, $16.95/£7.99,
96pp, 5.5x8.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781780992075, $5.99/£3.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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Browse our catalogues and sign up to
newsletters at: www.johnhuntpublishing.com
All our books are available in print and ebook from our
distributors or through our sales teams:
American distribution:
NBN customercare@nbnbooks.com / 1 800 462 6420
US sales:
NBN sales team http://www.nbnbooks.com/booksellers/find-your-rep
Canada sales:
NBN Canada lpetriw@nbnbooks.com / 1 (416) 534-1660
UK and European distribution:
John Wiley & Sons Ltd customer@wiley.com / 44 1243 843291
UK sales:
Quantum quantumjames@btinternet.com / 01524 222512
Europe ex UK including Ireland sales:
Durnell Marketing orders@durnell.co.uk / 44 1892 544272
Asia sales:
Publishers International Marketing chris@pim-uk.com / 44 1202 896210
Australia:
Brumby Sunstate orders@brumbysunstate.com.au / 61 7 3255 5552
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